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♥ PRESENCE . . . PURPOSE . . . AND PRACTICES:   
ANSWERING THE CALLing OF YOUR SOUL’S PURPOSE 

 
 

“Let’s take a look at your life, because in its texture and content, you will discover why 
you are here.  The fact that you are an incarnation is itself a gift to you and from you to 
the earth, and you are here because the earth has called you.  The earth has called to you 

at this time in its history because it wants souls who can expand their powers of 
lovingness and compassion, souls who can begin to look beyond certain fixed and habitual 

positions, certain traditional perspectives, and say, ‘Is there more?’  The earth needs 
people who can say, ‘Yes, there is more.’  Not just more in the way of knowledge or 

inventions or wisdom or revelations, but more compassion, more gentleness and 
sweetness, more caring, more love, more valuing of one another.  That is your mission, 

and it is of the highest, for it is nothing other than the mission of manifesting the spirit of 
the Beloved in your life.” 

u David Spangler 
 

 
What a package!!!  Presence . . . Purpose . . . and Practices that support you in answering 
the call of your Soul’s Purpose.  Spiritual Psychology as experienced through Soul-
Centered education offers Principles and Practices intended to support you in 
Awakening into the Awareness of who you truly are:  a Divine Loving Being having 
and using a human experience for the purpose of Awakening.  And then living your life 
in ways that have Heart, meaning, and purpose for you. 
 
We begin ever so simply with the very first Soul-Centered Basic Skill: Seeing the Loving 
Essence.  Magically a portal to Presence opens your eyes and Heart to the Awareness of 
Being the Loving Essence.  You have the experience of residing within your Authentic 
Self, beyond duality, as the Presence of Love.  And there you have it!  One simple 
revelational practice altering your perception of who you are and what you’re doing on 
the planet—not as a concept, rather as an experience that can transform your Way of 
Being and way of life.  
 
Soul Purpose flows directly from the experience of Awakening into the Awareness that 
you are the Presence of Love.  Opportunities for showing up as the Presence of Love 
and sharing your gifts are ever present.  Soul purpose is sharing your heart, doing what 
brings you joy through service—Love in action.  A beautiful example among many is 
Chef Jose Andres, Founder of the World Central Kitchen, a not-for-profit, non-
governmental agency that provides meals in the wake of natural disasters, man-made 
crises, and humanitarian emergencies around the world.  
 
Do you yearn to experience your calling?  To be engaged in your life in ways that have 
Heart, meaning, and purpose?  The texture and content of your life provide keys and 
pathways for sharing your gifts of Love.   
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FIVE ACTIONABLE KEYS FOR ANSWERING THE CALLING OF YOUR  
SOUL’S PURPOSE FOR YOUR REFLECTION: 
 
We invite you to Center Yourself in your Loving and make our own notes in response to the 
following keys:   
 
1) Set your intention to live a life of purpose and meaning answering and honoring the 

Calling of your Heart—your Soul’s purpose.  Write down your intentions for 
recognizing, aligning with, and living into your purpose: 

             
             
             
              
 
2)  Reflect on the following questions and write your responses below:  What moves your 

Heart and stirs your Soul?  What experiences and expression do you Love?  What brings 
you Alive?  What is the texture and content of your life revealing about your purpose?  
(Remember that the form is not important; what matters is answering the Calling of 
your Heart—your Soul’s purpose.) 

             
             
             
              
 
3)  Move into your Heart and reverently ask Spirit, “Given my experience, abilities, gifts, and 

skills, please show me, in a way I can recognize and understand, how I may best serve.” 
             
             
             
              
 
4)  Take one small step each day in service to answering the Calling of your Heart—your 

Soul’s purpose.  It has been said that the Universe rewards action, not thinking.  So 
create a daily challenge for yourself and take one step each day in service to living into 
greater meaning and purpose in your life. 

 
             
             
             
              
 
5) Commit to your Awakening.  When you Awaken into the Awareness of your True 

Identity as a Divine Being having and using a human experience, then your purpose 
becomes Self-evident. 

             
             
             
              


